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TttE

T� IN ITY Ti\BLET,
Vor.. V.

HARTFORD, CoNN., FEBRUARY,

1872.

No. II.

the entire text, why certain passages should be
at recitations. Either course will ac
omitted
CARMEN MACARONICUM.
complish the same end.
Prope ripam fluvii solus
Now, as far as we know, the on'.y argument
A senex silently sat;
reading the impure passages is this. We
for
Super capitem ecce his wig,
the classics to learn human nature. If
study
Et wig super, ecce his hat.
we omit these passages we shall not understand
Blew Zephyrus alte, acerbus,
the fearful wickedness of the world at our Lord's
Dum elderly gentleman sat ;
birth, and the change that Christianity has made:
Et a capite took up quite ton·e
therefore let us not expurgate the classics.
Et in rivum projecit his hat.
It is very true that we shall understand better
the wickedness of the ancient world. But is
Tune sofc maledixit the old man,
Tune stooped from the bank where he sat such knowledge a blessing? Is it well to �aint
the imagination with evil, which is likely to
Et cum scipio poked in the water,
Conatus servare his hat.
linger there so much longer than any good
ideas? And the imagination will be tainted.
Blew Zephyrus alte acerbus,
Some men are so cold blooded that they are not
The moment it saw him at that;
by such things, but it is different with
affected
Et whisked his novum scra�h wig
Surely it would be well if Chris
us.
of
most
In !lumen along with his hat.
tianity, which modified the evil, should keep
Ab imo • peetore damnavit
the thought of evil out of our minds.
In coeruleus eye dolor sat;
Then again we should think, the object of
Tune despairingly threw in his cane
classical study is not to learn human nature.
Nare cum his wig and his hat.
Go into the world now, converse with men, and
mingle in their affairs, and you will learn more
L' ENVOL
human nature in a month than by six years of
Contra bonos mores, don't swear
classical study. We read the writings of Greece
It est wicked you know (verbum sat)
RoQle to cultivate our minds. When our
and
Si this tale habet no other moral
Mehercle ! you're gratus to that!
minds begin to feel that culture, we read for
J. A. M.
enjoyment also. But can we find a_ny real cul
-.\.facaronic Poetry.
ture or any real enjoyment in impurity ?
Perhaps an objector may say, "If you do
EXPURGATED EDITIONS.
skip the passage it will be noticed and read all
The attention of many of us has recently the same. If you do leave: it out of the text
been called to the subject of expurgated edi- the student will find it in a translation." Some
tions of the classics. Our intention is to show I students will notice such things_ and think of
why siich "clitions should be used1 or if w� have fhemi biit ihere are others who will pass them

MALUM OPUS.
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over as lightly as possible. These last should
not receive in a Christian class-room an injury
they might have avoided. And at any rate we
know that the humiliation of speaking about
impurities in the recitation room, and the fact
that the thought has been uttered and heard
wm give the bad idea a reality which it never
had before. If a laugh arises, as it almost
always will, the impression is stronger still.
And if ever, as has been the case, a student is
asked to read something he tries to omit, it is very
difficult to get the impression out of his mind.
Ought not expurgated editions to be used ?
Or if any editor has expurgated too squeamishly, and we have to take the whole text from
another, are there not a few passages which
would be better unread. The -true way to
read Horace and Juvenal is to put a good meaning on every place that will possibly bear it, and
to pass hastily over the bad. We shall do the
poets more justice, we shall save ourselves from
contamination, and we shall gain just as much
culture and more lasting enjoyment. \Vhy,
then, should we breathe poisoned air, when with
a little care we may avoid the poison and breathe
the pure air only.
P.

''WHA-T I KNOW ABOUT'' TRINITY.
At some date, far down the stream of time,
some one, with an antiquarian tone of mind, interested in the institution on Prospec·t Hill, or
on Rocky Hill, or somewhere else, known as
"Trinity College," may desire to obtain a little
information about the old college which stood
on the State house grounds, with its north end
overlooking the Park, and it is for the use and
instruction of such a one, rather than for the
present generation, that this article is written,
so that if it should seem uninteresting now, lay
the TAB LET aside in some place where your
great grand-children can find it, for antiquity
sometimes gives things an interest which they
would possess in no other way. We propose,
then, to write ef some of the institutions, .of one

sort and another, connected with "Trinity"
which in the lapse of ages, may decay, and be
no more seen.
And first in order comes the Parthenon, the
Literary Soc;iety of the College. (W ~ by no
means wish to insinuate that this venerable
organization is weak, and about to die, but we
only speak of what may happen.) A few years
since the Athenreum, its elder and rival, died.
The Parthenon had passed mortu:iry resolutions, providing for a ~esurrec.tion, when needed, and in this way, persuaded the other to the
same action, leaving out the revivifying provisions. So in the fall of '71 the Parthenon woke
up again, and went on as strong and hearty as
ever. No member ever calls attention to the
want of a quorum at their meetings, and often
every one present p~rticipates in the discussions.
Next (we have the commencement extra of
the TABLET before us) come two religious
societies. They can hardly be considered rivals.
as the officers of President of the one and "Superior" of the other are credited to the same
individual. The "Mission_ary So~iety" is the
elder of the two.--The other, the Guild of
the Holy Trinity," is reported to ha-.,e ritualistic proclivities, being a branch of the '' Brother-:hood of the Holy cr·o ss."
A list of the papers and magazines with the
heading "Reading Room," occupies the next
column of the "Extra," most of which have
been seen in it, at one time or another. It is
cared for by four members of the Junior class~
assisted by "Adams," and is well patronized.
"The "Boat Club" and the "Ball Club"
have not practiced very much for the last three
or four months, but expect to resume soon.
As to music, ( 1) vocal, there are two q uartets having four members each, and one having
five ; ( 2) instrumental, a few dozen banjos, a
few more fish-horns, sundry tin pans, and the
chapel organ. (We don't name the organ last
because it is of the least importance, quite the
contrary, the above is intended as a specimen of
"Climax.")
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"'The Dramatic Club" was founded last eral bushel baskets. We will merely mention
term, and an account of it was given at that their names and mottoes.
The ,~·1. cl>."; motto, (from hearsay) ".Si
time in the TABLET. Its doings since then
have been many and various. It has read the punch um desideret, declaret. " - The ·" K. B. cl>."
"Comedy of Errors," it has had rehearsals (fif- (Rival of the cl•. B. K-) ;- motto, (from the writteen or more) and a free public representation tings of the Rt. Rev. Bp. Butler,) "probability
of the " Poor Gentleman," it has rehearsed is the guide of life." Seven grave and reverthe "Rivals," and publicly announced that it end seniors have labelled themselves "4>. 0. X.,"
would be put upon the boards with an entirely with the motto, "Nil Condere Sibi, nulla palnew cast of characters before Lent, it caused lescere cal pa."-"Ye Mystic Crew of Com us."
tickets to be printed, and sold some, and a pro- -The ~'a. o." (Composed of Sophomores.)
gramme was put in type, when it was finally " Honesta quredam scelera success us facit. " resolved to postpone it till after Easter. We " Ye Pipe of Peace." "Nee te pceniteat calunderstand that it purposes t~ have readings of amo trivisse labellum."-" Pick.wick Club."
Shakespeare during Lent with its Patrons, Prof. "Spell it with a we, Sammy, spell it with a
we."-"Mystique 7," motto," C. C. C.''
Johnson.
If any one sees anything in this present paThe Chess Club and the Whist Club, were
founded both at the same time and place, and per that he knew befc;>re, let him remember
by the same persons in the latter part of Trinity what was said at the beginning; and if this
Term, 1870. The list of officers have been shall furnish materials for any future historian
published in the " Extras" since. Their sub- of the cotlege, "I shall have gained my pressequent actions remain a mystery to outsiders.
ent object."
Q.
Nearly all that is known of the "Grand
Tribunal " is to be found in the above menTHE DRAMATIC ELEMENT.
tioned extra, and consist of a Skull and Bones,
It was with pleasure that we received the
und~rneath which are inscribed words and news of the forri1ation of a Dramatic Club in
figures as follows, to wit : " 1 84o.-Al.umni college, the TAB LET for De<:ember giving us
Members, 33o.-Active Members, 1 3·" It is a notice, though a- very cursory one, of the first
said that it initiated a large number of Juniors, representation oy its members.
sometime during Chri st mas term. It will prpbOf late years dramatic exhibitions have been
ably continue to be the same terror to under unheard-of events, out during a period of time,
· .classmen that it is now, as long as die college prior to the recollections of students now at
lasts, the modern HSword of Damocles." ,
Trinity, the drama found great favor with, and
. ~ _he Ilo Ilm Ilmy is as ~y.sterious an o~gan- was highly esteemed by, men in college.
1zat1~n a~ the last. Of its recent actions, I Within the memory of the proverbial "old~othtn~ ,,•s known, except. that one young j es inhabitant" there may chance to linger a
tow~1e was heard to rema1 k to another, one I pl sant picture or two of an evening's entermormng last fall, "You ought to have heard I tainment at what was then in Hartford the
t~em ~,tudents howling out o~ _Rifle av~nu~ la~t 1 .pl;·,. for public amusements, but has since demght.
Stra!J$ely encugh, it any m_1sch1cf is , generated into the present "American Hall ,,
done in college~ it is always laid at the door of j
Those were the days when college wit ·and
this respectable association. We can't under- college talent went hand in hand to furnish enstand the reason.
r. • au d"1ences ·mt h e city,
·
. .
.
.
tertammen t an d deI'•g ht 1a1r
There are other orgamzauons mentioned rn am! the tales which come back to us of those
the Extra, but their light is hidden under sev- by-gone times,
·
• stir
· up wit
· h"m us 1ee
r 1·
mgs near)y

I

·
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akin to jealousy ; they should not however,
like a "broken hope which casts its shadow
del"p and far," discourage us, but rather incite
us to make this present equal to the past in
point of dramatic accomplishments.
Twenty-five or thirty years ago, Junior Exhibitions flourished, and an exceedingly creditable amount of interest was taken in them, but in
addition to the usual orations, it was customary
to have a concluding drama in which the "Jolly
Juniors" enacted the sevual parts and won
many laurzls by their dran,atic efforts. The
plays given on occasions of this kind, were frequently original compositions, and thus opened
a new field for the exercise of individual
talent.
Had the existence and prolonged life of our
now dead Athenreum and Parthenon, been
necessary to the successful revival of dramatic
spirit, we would sorely mourn their loss, but
the establishment of a club will, we think, answer all our prt'sent needs ; and yet we might
eulogize these departed literary societies of Trinity, eulogize them when we thi~1k of the regard
in which they were held years ago, during the
time when society exhibitions were among the
attractions which c-laitned the attention of undergraduates, we admit that times have changed;
the very idea of an entertainmeut given in the
college chaptl would now be scouted as sacrilegous, and yet (horrtsco refirms) secular exercises have been holden there; not that we would
suggest the propriety of the Dramatic Club
requesting permission to give a representation
in the chapel, but to show the change which a
few years ,,ave brought about.
What with the elocutionary train~ng and
oratorical exercises during the year, the dramatic talent of undergraduates should, to say
the very le:ist, he benefited, and if the club is
rightly conducted, we may yet look for favorable, very favorable things in the line of acting. We wish the Dramatic Club _success,
may it be long-lived, and m:iy it prosper in its
~ood end ca vors,
· Y.

A MISTAKE.V JDEA.

In performing the not very enviable duty of
solicitor for· pecuni 1ry aid for college entertainments, we have often been confronted by some
ardent admirer of "filchy lucre" with a bold refusal "to come down and do the handsome" for
the good cau!le in which we are engaged ; and
as a pretended apology, or rather as a means to
escape the accusation of acting miserly, they
invariably make an explanation something like
the following, "Well, I don't expe,:t to dance,
and therefore I think it unjust that I should be
called upon for help." Now this, at first sight
or on first thought, may appear to any one a
very plausible excuse and the logical inference
drawn, r.orrect enough ; especially if he have
self-interest, to prejudice him in favor of it.
But if we consider the suhject calmly and reasonably we shall undoubtedly perceive that the
excuse is most trivial, and the reasoning most
false.
In the first place, the persons who endeavor to shirk their ~uty in this way, seem to
imagine that these dances, or whatever kind of
entertainments they may be, are merely private
affairs, gotten up for the amusement of a few
students, and that it is only for their own private benefit that the rest of the college is called upon to lend a helping hand. Now there
never was a more mistaken notion than this,
and to correct it is the object of the present
article. And to begin with, we most earnestly
maintain that these dances are, strictly speaking,
"college customs," and to support these, it has
always been considered the "bounden duty" of
each and every student to give his liberal aid.
From time immemorial it has been the custom
of our college to give these entertainments on
any particular occasion, such as the "natal day,"
opening of the gymnasium, etc. And although
it may be argued that these are not absolutely
necessary, yet we may rest assured that they
add their quota towards making up the general
standing of our college. This element, it is
true, is less important than some others, in t~~
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forming of a true college, yet without it, the say importance. If we do not intend to contribute any thing, let us speak it out, and not
compound would evidently be imperfect.
If we disregard all requirements of society, use any such deceitful subterfuge. Let us not
the standing of our College will most c_e rtainly apply such balm as this to soothe the stings of
be lowered in one important respect, and one, conscience ; for if this be a sufficient remedy,
too, in which, heretofore, we have obtained a conscience must indeed play a very inferior
Q.
very enviable reputation. And omitting such part in our moral ''economy."
exercises as chese would certainly be disregardTHE READING ROOM.
ing its requirements in a very great degree. Besides, we should not be too hasty in condemning
About two years ago pursuant to the solicitthose students for whose benefit only we pre- .ations of the students, the Faculty considered
tend to think these dances given. Let us re- the matter, and soon had a convenient room furflect a moment. It is well known that these nished wherein the students might read,"and enmen have repeated opportunities during the joy the current news of the day. Reviews, Magwhole year to indulge their propensity for danc- azines, Weekly and Daily papers were placed
ing, and, in fact, that they do indulge to their in said room, and soon a large number of the
hearts' content. Now c:m we reasonably sup- TABLET exchanges found their way there also.
pose that they would go to the extra trouble The college mail, before the existence of the
and expense to get up a hcollege dance" merely Reading Room, had a habit of going on crufor the sake of their own enjoyment ? It is sades, and many letters w~ re lost. 'I he foundhardly possible ; not at all prob1ble. W c may ation of the reading room put an end to this
be certain that they have the interest and love evil, and as we all know, those who enjoyed not
of their Alma Mater at heart. And so instead the possession of post-office boxes, had the satof exhibiting any selfish motive, they set a no- isfaction of knowing that their letters were safe,
ble example which it would be well for us to and would be delivered a short time after their
follow, by the care they take that we may ai rival at the post-office. The reading room
do all that is worthy of a true college. We . w~ls a success. It was a place where a half an
rather display the selfish motive, when we with- hour could be most pleasantly and beneficially
hold our assistance from those who are endeav- spent. The students enjoyed the novelty, and
oring to perform a duty which we all owe to appreciated the favor bestowed upon them. llut
how long did all this last? Our exchanges were
our college and to ourselves.
"We will not contribute to this dance." Why either mutilated or taken from the room altoforsooth ? "Because we do not expect to par- gether, and consequently they were permanentticipate in it." Do we, each and every one, ex- ly withdrawn, and some honorable gentlemar,
pect to get up and deliver an oration or a poem saw fit to remove a letter, and after reading its
on the 22d, or compete for the "oratorical contents, to burn it. \Ve almost blush when
prizes"? Certainly not. Yet we should all we think that the College is educating such a
think it a very unjust and ridiculous require- promising specimen of humanity.
Considering the above truths, we therefore
ment, if those only who perform those duties
were made to bear the entire expense. And have thought it our duty to bring this matter
this is a parallel case. They are all "college before the students at large, and also endeavor
customs," and all must be supported by the calmly to acquaint them with the present state
students. \Ve surely cannot expect to derive of affairs. While passing by the reading room
benefit from our Alma Mater, and yc-t not do a few days since, we glanced in, and heheJ<l an
one thing to keep her in respectability, not to aggr~vatcd case of what has been going on for
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some months past, viz,-the grad~al de.struction
of the ends for which the reading room was established. There was A, sitting on the table
formerly occupied by our exchanges, blowing
smoke among the curly locks of B, and accompanying every puff by a kick which promised the speedy destruction of a limb of said
table. There C sat on the back of a chair
whistling, uif e~er I cease to love" in the ear
of D, who was vainly endeavoring to glean
some information from the Churchman. Then
X with a wink at the insurgent crowd in the
corner, slyly upsets said C, whereupon ensued
a scene which is beyond our powers to describe.
Now how can any reasonable .person imagine that any one can sit down_ and read intelligently when such performances are going on
about him. The Daily papers are torn or removed and the reading room committee cannot
prevent it. \Ve are satisfied that if these occurrences continue much longer there will, in a
short time, be no reading room left. The reading room was, by the courtesy of the Faculty,
placed in the hands of a Committee who were
to make all necessary arrangements, relative to
its being furnished with reading matter, kept in
order &c., "&c., but if the students render it
impossible for the committee to do their duty,
it is nothing but fair to expect that the Faculty
should take the matter into their own hands,
and if i1ecessary to close the reading room altogether. If no reform takes place; we think
it by all means better that the Faculty should
adopt the latter alternative.

MINOR MATTERS.
THE COLLEGE AND THE CAPITOL.

Since the last issue of the TABLET the question of the capitol site and sale· of the college
grounds has come more nearly home to us. On
Wednesday afternoon, the seventh imt., a
meeting of the Board of Trustees was held to
consider the feasibility of disposing of the land
familiarly known as the "College Hill." The
meeting was not as largely attended as had been

hoped, several of the Trustees being unavoidably absent.
Representatives from the committees appointed by the city and by the common council
were present and spoke with great earnestness
in favor of the sale, arguing that it would be
for the good of the coll_ege to give up ~er
grounds, that a more advantageous opportunity
for selling the property might not again be found,
and that they were ready to name a price which
in their consideration was a fair and just value
for the grounds~
The price named was $500,000, and this sum,
it was sa;d, the c_ity would pay, it being understood that in return it should have thirteen acres
of land, this figure including a number of marketable lots on the south side of RiAe avenue
or College street continued.
The Board was not inclined to consider this
proposal as a sufficient inducement to warrant a
removal of the college from its present location,
and preferred to retain the property unless an
offer more in keeping with its idea was made.
A committee, consisting of the resident trustees was appointed to look up locations in different parts of the city, obtain the prices at which
'they might be bought and confer with the committee from the city in the event of a purchase
proposal; more lib~ral than that already made,
being offered.
Throughout the meeting the greatest good
will was manifested and the best wishes for the
interest and welfare of the colle~e expressed.
The question of removing Trinity to New
Haven was not agitated; we regret that so momentous a subjt ct was not discussed, that the
grand plans of concentrating the mighty forces
of the several institutions at the City of Elms,
was silently passed by, and the "University"
scheme so brilliantly mapped out by anxious
journals unthought-of; how sweetly wo~ld the
minor chants, and methodist h_vmns then blend together. But one thing at a time, and before the
subject of a removal is discussed, that of giving
up our present grounds is to be settled ; it now
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appears as if Trinity would continue to occupy
her old place and remain unmolested.
COLLEGE MUSIC.

For some months past we have been struck
with the unusual quiet that has pervaded both
Brown~ll and Jarvis Halls. To be sure every
now and then, some restive spirit effectually enliven!. his neighbors by a blast from his fish
horn, that dear companion of his Fre!thman
days, or another executes a solo upon the hones
which generally arouses the music in the soul
of the happy possessor of a squeaking · kettle.
But then one seldom hears those snatches of
college song which were so freely and judiciously ndulged in not many y~ars ago. In fact the
genera] feeling of the col1ege has undergone a
complete change. We are perfectly aware
that the to-day is characterized by more study
than any other period in the history of our
Alma Mater, and w·e a·re glad to have it so.
But "Too much stu·d,t makes Jack a dull boy";
and on these Jong winter evenings, instead of
specuiating as to the chances of your making a
ten strike, why not make glad your spirits, and
join it the cheerful song. There is now much
musical talent. in college, why not turn it to good
account? There is a fascination in college music
which every one of us must have experienced,
and we note with pain the influences which
tend to suppress an indulgence in it.
A few days ago we heard of a plan for the
formation of a College Glee Club, and taking
into consideration the good material which we
certainly have, and the benefit of having fine
voice trainers in the city, if there should be
need of any such assistance, we heartily wish
a speedy s~ccess to all efforts (which may be)
directed towards its fulfillment. Since the breaking up of the Euterpean Society we have felt
the need of such an organization, and we are
sure that the advent of a College Glee Club
will be welcomed, not only by the students at
large, but by those who have had opportunities
of enjoying College music.

MUSICAL.

Parepa Rosa has made her vi~it to Hartford,
and has v,mished again, like a glimpse of sunshine, illuminating the routine of our College
life and making us feel the better prepared for
work. She was very well supported, but the
opera, Don Giovanni was not well suited, in our
opinion, for bringing out the fine voices of the
artists, to their full advantage. Madame Van
Zandt made herself univer~ally liked as we.JI by
her beautiful singing as by her acting. There is
no need of eulogizing Parepa. The Letter
Aria was executed with that grace and finish
which. has ever characterized her and _delighted
all. The theatre was crowded to an extreme,
and we hear that about 400 people came to
Hartford to hear her, from the towns round
about. Trinity was well represented, that in
to ~ay, about two-thirds of the students were
there. Nor was this audience of students confined alone to the regulaf theatre-go"ing, but
even of those who very seldom go to see
any thing of the sort. Satanella was also
very well brought out, on the second evening.
WASHINGTON'S BIRTH DAY.

The anniv!!rsary of Washington's birthday
is now close at hand, and we have heard of no
arrangements that have been made regarding its
celebration, beyond that of electing the Orator
and Poet. Coming as it does in Lent, of course
a damper is thrown upon the accustomed dance,
but it will in no wise interfere with the oration
and poem. The observance of the 22d is an old
established institution at Trinity, and as we are
tenacious of " college customs"· so-called, we
sincerely trust that the coming celebration will
be carried out on a scale equal to that of past
years. We hope that the absence of Terpsicho.rean amusements will have no effect upon the
attendance of our Hartford friends, and that
there will be no lack of those happy faces and
bright smiles which have graced the gatherings
in the Cabinet on former occasions.
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COLLEGE AND CA.W.PUS.
After contending with numberless difficulties, hindered and delayed by most vexing circumstances, the Editorial WE makes another

effort to move through accumulating literary
labors. A subdued feeling of anger has possessed the college for a month, and anxiety and
indigna1 ion is a marked expression on the features of nearly ev.ery student ; the question is,
whether we are to give up our college and its
mingled associations, to the State, and to ~itch
our tents on some hill in the woods, or are
going to remain and be frowned upon all our
days by an imposing pile of Government building ; coasters have used the campus for some
time, and men not blessed with nimble feet
have been inclined to use strong language more
than once. The gymnasium is pa·tronized still,
although its existence is getting to be an old
story and the general interest in it has subsided;
heavy weights; Indian clubs, and a spirometer
have been recently added to the app·a ratus. The
ftces of the Alumni are represented in Chapel
by visitors, quite often of late. Certainly,
Trinity has attraction for its graduates as well
as larger colleges. A noticeable thing in the intcrior working of our dormitories is the increasing pride of students in ornamenting their
rooms. It · seems that never since the founding
of the college, has there been such an air of
neatness, pleasure in order, as at pre~ent. Refinement manifests itself in engravings, bright
figured carpets, curtains, and general et ceteras
that are gratifying to a high degree to an interested observer of this feeling. One thing we
miss of late, namely, college _songs ; till but re•
cently our campus and our rooms have resounded through leisure hours with music ; our singers
have not all left us, we cannot explain the reason of the change. Routine has taken possession of us, and till Easter reaches us we plod
steadily on, write, stuJy, recite, and listen to
lectures in the beaten track of the crowds who
have gone before us, thinking even now of this
l'last term" and the change of scene with the
closing year ; but enough for sad t~oughts,
"Sufficient for the day" &c. The present is
bright, may life long continue to be as pleasant as it seems to us now.
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MELODY.
"If music be the food of love, play on."
\Vhat revengeful spirit from the lower world
has whispered this quotation into the enamored
ears of Trinity-do m ? ' Certainmmt the appeal
has not been given in vain, and the staid nonsentimentalist groans in body and soul as his
tired ears receive the flood of enthusiastic melody poured from every section, and often wax.es
wroth as the twang of discordant strings stirs a
sympathetic dis:--chord in his nervous frame.
Morning, noon, and night, the Heavenly maid
disports 'neath classic shades, but O ! ye Muses,
0 ! ye gods, not with tuneful lyre, not with the
accompaniments of dulcet harp, but with suggestive melody from the BANJO! Above,
below, everywhere; dreams of watercure float
through troubled minds where distraction puts
aside wild thoughts of Retreats for Lunatics.
No greater antidote against sleep can be found;
not even the Junior's subjects for Themes,
could compare with the power of the untuned
instrument wailing and shrieking forevf"r in our
ears. Let Homeopathy rejoice and Allopathy
cry aloud ; let it be proclaimed from the walls
of our Alma Mater, Sleep is destroyed! Quiet
fa dead to rise no more ! Somnambulism and
the dreaded Night-mare are things of the past ;
Send students with aching tympanums to Homer
to read for comfort that Ulysses too was once
driven to distractions border, by the banjo of
the Sirens and needed wax in his ears to escape.
With whirling brain and throbbing temples we
drop our quill ; prolonged ecstasy has mastered
our feeble frame and we, gasping, yield to the
wierd influence.
R.
PARTICLES.
The prattling music of childhood's voice,
and the disagreeable clatter of its heels salute
the student's ear in all parts of our gymnasium,
and keep him in mortal fear of running over
somebody's child. Particle, in "righteous indignation," is sometimes almost tempted to indulge the cruel hope that, sooner or later, a

broken neck may make known the fact that
gymnasiums are not safe nurseries. It is particularly a good place to mar the "force and
beauty of the 'Greek Particles.' "--New
beauties discovered in the classics as the ageadvances. An ingenious Soph. lately gave a very
unique rendering of "medicum urgit" in the
satires of Horace. "When the medicine . begins to work." "Gpod ·mough.''-Abnormal
specimens of beggary have beea infesting our
College of late.--As Particle, sometime ago,
happened to stroll into a town-meeting held in
. reference to the location of the new State-house,
his modest ears were greatly shocked by hearing an excited gentleman threaten to make us
"the tail-end of creation," if we did not give
up our giounds.--The last improvement in
economy is exhibited by a friend of ours who
-leaves hi_s room with a good fire in it, and
comes over and "spunges" on us to save HEAT.
--There has been an indiscriminate demolishing of youthful whiskers among the Juniors.
It is rumored that they intend to deny themselves this luxury during Lent.--The Seniors'
visits to Professors' ·rooms are becoming too
unfashionably long to suit their taste.--Old
clothes must be on the wane. There has, of
late been a great scarcity of Snicklefritz-wraps,
at our door.--Sometimeago, a very humblelooking beggar appeared in the presence of P -irticle. After complaining of his miseries etc.,
he was asked what he would like to have.
· Whereupon he made known this very moderate desire. "\Veil, sir, rd like to have a
store." Particle's moralizing thoughts immediately launched off with those of Dr. Johnson,
upon "The vanity of human wishes."-Freshman class-meeting in Jarvis Hall,-order
of exercises. 1st. Song,·Home, Sweet Home,
etc.---" Have you been vaccinated?" is the
· cry now a' days. The ger.eral answer-Go to
the Old Scratch.--Do you play the banjo?
Be.hind the times! everybody is getting one;
we've six in section, three more expected in a ·

week.
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COLLEGE CLIPPINGS.
AMHERST.

The Student has a double leaded edit()rial, rejoicing
over the fact that the Faculty has at last withdrawn
its former opposition to boating, although, it says, "a
respectable and respected portion of that body sti11
maintain a silent disapproval." Several of the Professors have, however, made liberal subscriptions to
the boating fund.
The charity fund of Amherst is $70,000. No
smokers will receive any part thereof.
·A professor stopped a Junior for correction while
he was recitir.g the other day. The Junior heard
him through patiently, and then continued with his
translation, which read "You lie, sir."
An Amherst professor, in attempting to illustrat~ a
certain mathematical point, got off the fol1owing :
" Well, you take the board, and l 'll assist. I
believe that is the technical term."
BOWDOIN.

The college has fifteen religious services a week,
all requiring compulsory attendance on the part of the
students.
The Library contains a copy of · Eliot's '' Indian
Bible."

DALHOUSIE.

The Juniors are improving in Classics. One of .
tqe deverest, a few days ago, wished to compliment 'a
Senior and saluted him, " Rex hominorum." The
title may have been appropriate, but the Latin was
somewhat faulty.
MADISON UNIVERSITY.

It is said collegians in East College disperse noisy
academes with powder and ball.
A Soph late!y saved himself the trouble of carrying
out his ashes, by sifting them through the ventilator
of a Fresh's dormitory.
MICHIGAN

UNIVERSITY.

An ingenious Senior in the Latin class has discovered that the ancient German· g-ods, Woden, Th·or,
&c., were named from the days of the week~
OHIO

WESLEYAN.

This College has a secret society by the name of
the '' Alpha Digamma."
VASSAR.

Two young men have applied for admission.
" Equal righs to all.''
Vassar keeps a dentist. The girls have to show
their teeth once a week.-Harvard Advocatt.

COLUMBIA.

A bill has been presented in the Senate of New
York to permit the purchase of land by the Trustees
of Columbia, as they talk very seriously of removing
the co11ege.
CORNELL.

The Seniors are this term getting more of literature
and rhetoric than they bargained for, as they have lectures 011 literature three times per week, and exercises
in rhetoric twice.
The German Method of pronouncing Latin is used
at this University, according to which c and g are
always hard,j sounds like y, and v like w.
There are three Ge.1eral Courses of study, leading
respectively to the degrees of Bachelor of Science,
Bachelor of Literature, and Bachelor of Arts, besides
innummerable Special Courses.
President White of Cornell has been visiting Ann
Arbor, Oberlin, Evansville, Antioch, and other colleges which admit ladies. He recommends the admission of ladies to Cornell U niversity.-Prt.rs.

VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY.

The University of Virginia has seventeen secret
societies.
WESLEY AN UNIVERSITY.

The students had a terrible scare about the smalland all left town a month or so ago, but have
now returned, and are in running order again.
The Colltgt Argus gives the following good ad vice
to the Freshmen of Wesleyan University. It applies
as well to our own men of '7 5 :
'' Don't smoke. Do not play billiards. Don't he
out late nights, and especially do not go home with
the servant girls. Do not borrow charcoa], but
always lend willingly. Drink no lager. Take off
your hat in the presence of the professors. Do not
cheer the Seniors in chapel. Do not sit up and watch
for the Sophs, it may lead to some bad end. Do not
go bareheaded, nor walk out in your slippers, cspeci•
al1y if it is a rainy day. Finally, be virtuous, and
you will be happy_,,

pox,
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YALE.

Yale spends t7000 yearly for class photographs.
Yale, according to her catalogue recently published,
has 129 seniors, 154 juniors, 137 sophomores, and 131
freshmen. There are also 1 16 professiona] students,
and 158 students in the department of philosophy and
art, making 805 in all.
George Wa_shlngton, LL D., Yale, 1781. We
have not learned what measures have been taken to
observe the birthday of Mr. Washington, but of co~me
the faculty will consider it a holiday.
Benjamin Franklin, A. M., Yale, 1753. A statue
of this distinguished man was unvei_led in New York
on Wednesday, Jan. 17th.-Courant.
The Senior class held a meeting at the President's
lecture room on Saturday morning to make the pre•
liminary preparations for Presentation Day. E. S.
Line!I, of Naugatuck, was elected Orator, and D. N.
Beach, of South Orange, N. J., was chosen Poer.
The committee to have charge of the presentation
exercises was made up as follows : Messrs. Cragin,
Curtis, J. K. DuBois, C. P. Smith, and Wikox. A
class-cup committee was also chosen, consisting of
Mes~rs. Campbell, F. T. DuBois, and Howard. It
was voted to have a Senior Promenade Concert in
the summer, and the following gentlemen were elected
to have charge of it; Messrs. Baldwin, Bloomer,
Bradley, Delevud, Kirkham, Parsons, and Robertson.

-Conn• .Journal., etc.
Our congratulations to our friend of the Courant,
upon his election as Orator. Recollections of by·gone
times assure us that the honors of the occasion will be
creditably assumed ; our heartiest wishes for his
success.
MISCELLANEOUS.

We have before us Vol. II, No. 6, of the Union
Park. Gazettl', an amateur paper, issued in New York,
Jol-n V. Black, Editor an·d Publisher. Considering the
fact that the whole work upon it is done by a single
person, it compares Yery favorably with the greater
part of our college exchanges.

Sixty one colleges are ~oder the control of the
Methodists, and fifty~ight of the Roman Catholics.
Fifcy admit women.
Williams boasts of thirteen College Presidents
-among her alumn~ and W csleyan of thirty•six.
In the

Trinity Tablet is found the laconic infor-

mation: "Joe Dallas and Ned Howe. Hazing. Six
months. Europe. Dontcareacum."-Harvard Ad-

vocate.
Vl rong,-try again.
The high-toned Advocate refused to insert a tragic
poem on the'' Death of a June Bqg," which concludes
as follows:
"The grub-worm viewed his fallen foe
As mashed he did appear ;
Then turning round with haughty mien,
He walked off on his ear."

EXCHANGES.
By far the greater part of the college exchanges
whicli we receive resemble the TABLET in their use of
tinted paper.
The Lauirence Collegi,an comes out in a cover,
with Advertisements and the Table of Contents on it.
The Tripod published no November number on account of the Chicago fire, but expects to resume soon.
There are different opinions prevalent about the

Harvard Advocate. "You pays your money and you
takes your choice."
'' The Harvard Advocate is undoubtedly the be: t
of all our exchanges.
Some of its articles-both
poetry and prose-would do credit to our best magazines, and though they .retain their essentially student
character, they are still free from the cloudiness and
rhetorical display characteristic of inost c'>llege litera-

ture."-Chronu/e.
"The Harvard Advocate is before us, with as little
to commend itself and interest others as usual. Its
face is disgraced with a few pointless, doggerel verses
on a ' Programme for the reception of G. D. Alexis.'
The following prose article .attempts to draw a distinction between 'this quasi legitimate "roughing," and
forbidden hazing,' the former of which 'is looked
upon by the majority of upper classmen as no morethan what a freshman should undergo to entitle him
to become an undergraduate of full standing.' 'It
is whispered too that the faculty maintain a dignified
silence at mild''' roughing," provided it is not indulged
in overmuch.' This would-be attempt to 'frown
down such unfortunate occurrences" amounts really to
a mild recommendation of them. The article closes
with the modest assumption that ' Harvard is still
foremost among American institutions of learning in
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a 11 manliness and true worth.' Judging from the
T Air.Es ENGLISH LITERATURE. (Holt & Williams.]
extrt me sophomoric character of its periodical, Har•
A work whose valur is fullv appreciated by the
vard's sadly • unfortuqate occurrences' are not likely
to bc:come less frequent this season. Sophomoric non- most casual observer; to Trinity Students with their
sense is sometimes funny to hear of, but when it gets over plus of duty in English Themes it is of peculiar
into print it at once degenerates into senseless balder- interest and value as a work of reference, and to the
dash. If the Harvard Aavocate is a just exponent of general reader it is warmly recommended, aa present•
college life at Cambridge, the highest types of 'man- ing the attractive form of a story, and as putting all
liness and true worth' must be looked for elsewhere. 'c dry details into the pleasantest possible shape. In
two volumes beveled edges, uncut, suitable for study
-Brunonian.
or library table.
We don't fully understand the Brunonian. Look
at this:
MACARONIC PoETJt.Y. [ J. A. Morgan, New York.]
'' The Hamilton Literary Montlily, always well
A book to charm away the blues and fit for any studone.. is especially so in the November number. It dent's table, handsomely gotten up in beveled boards
opens its editorial department thus:and tinted paper, a collection of odd scraps in verse
' An editor sat on his three-legged stool,
Before him a sheet of foolscap lay;
And he scratched his head and he felt hke a fool,
For he didn't know what to say.' "
The Williams Review has (pro tem.) !>ecome an
illnstrated paper. We however remember having
seen its pictures somewhere~ hefore.
The College Ar_{us complains that it is overstocked
with articles upon '' Woman in Colleges.'' and don't
want any more.
We have but one fault to find with the ,Argus. and
that is with the fine unleaded print on its eleventh
and twelfth pages. We do love to read jokes, but it
s hard to get at them through the medium of very
small type, crowded together, without so much as a
division between the different subjects. 0 therwise,
the paper is remarkably well gotten up.

BOOK NOTICES.
THE YALE NAUOHTICAL ALMANAC FOil 1872. (C.
C. Chatfield & Co.]
There is really much-to•call Almamc here, and a
great deal besides. The "variety of matter, both
useful and entertaining," which other publications of
the kind offer. is certainly giv~n in this; so that the
Student at Yale will find a complete guide for the
current year in its pages. Even we can appreciate its
value and laugh heartily at its jokes. And we are
since1cly glad to be able to say that we ha,·c seen
at last a comic almanac which we can thoroughly I
enjoy, because its wit is nen:r low and its personalities
are never in the least offensive. Every student every•
where should own it and enjoy it.

and prose ; Latin alliterative verse, anacreontic and
macaronic rhyme; like the museum of an antiquary
every turn shows some treasures raked up from the
d, pths of musty literature and all the more valuable
for their age. The author certainly desen·es the
thanks of all lovers of the quaint and queer, in our
peculiar tongue.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

BRYANT & ROGERS,

ARCHITECTS.
17 Pemberton Square, BosToN, MAss.

26 5 Main Street, and 51 Charter Oak Life Ins.
Building,

HARTFORD, CT.

DESIGNS, PLANS,
AND

SPECIFICATIONS
FOR EVERY VARIETY OF

Punuc

AND PRIVATE BUILDING,
PROMPTLY FURNISHED.
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M. VIX,

AMERICAN

Merchant Tailor, Waltham Watches.
NO.

384

MAIN S1REE1,

HARTFORD,

CONN.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

Cloths, Cassimeres, and Vestings
Constantly on hand, which will be made up in the
most Fashionable Style at short notice.

MASQUERADE BALLS.

Comprising a1l the new styles.
Can furnish Puuuc BAtU, PRIVATE MASQUERADES,
OR Do'-U!'.O PARTIES with complete outfits.

A full stock of .MASKS just ~ceivP.d from Paris.
WIGs, WHISKERS, and everything complet~

M. VIX.

KRUG, PARISI-I &
AND

DEALERS

Every variety of the WAL TH AM \.VATCH
direct from the factory, at the lowest
wholesale and retail prices, and
every watch w ARRANT ED.

.A large Discount made to the Trade, from
MA~tJFACTURERS' LIST PRICES.

GEO.

COS'IUMES.
I have now ready for exhibition the largest and best
assorted stock of COS ru MES in the State.

Man1tfacturers

The only accredited Agency tn
Hartford.

co.,

ef Cigars,
IN

Smoking & Chewing Tobaccos,
Snuffs, Meerschaum and Briar Pipes, &c.
267 MAIN ST., HARTFORD, CONN.
MICHAEL POWl:RS,

L. KRUG,

CHAS. KUEHl\:HOLD,

R. B. PARISH.

PHILIP KRAUSS,

w.

FORD,

AGENT,

395 MAIN STREET.

WATCH REPAIRING.
Also Agent for

The Fire Extinguisher.
ISAAC

C.

HA.MILTON,

College Hair Dressing and
Shaving ,Saloon,
CORNER

ASYLUM AND FORD STREETS,

HARTFORD, CONN.

JAMES S. SCHOTT,
MANUFACTURER. AND DEALER IN

French Boot-maker,

Cigars & Tobacco,

14 MULBERRY STREET,

Meerschaum & B~iar Pipes,

PERFECT AND EASY FITTJ,.\'G 1YARRA\'TED.

~ollegc fatrona~: solicited.

159

AND

16i

MAIN STREET,

<;ONN, ·
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&

DEMING

GUNDLACH,

Watches, Jewelry,
SILVER WARE, ETC.,
NO.

STATE STREE'"T,

20

HARTFORD, CONN.

College Book Store.

BROWN & GROSS,
Booksellers e1 Stationers,
NO. 49 ASYL-UM STREET,
HARTFORD, CONN.
W. ff. GROSS.

F. A. BROWN.

HENRY S. BRIGGS,
· 381

MAIN

Sr.,

HARTFORD,

C·r.

ORNAMENTAL

Watches of all kinds repaired

CONFECTIONER,

in the best manner and

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Ice
Cream and Dining Room.

warranted to run well.
H. A.

L.

DEMfNG.

GUNDLACH.

The College Bootmakers.
BARCHFIELD&E~GEL,
NO. 3 ASYLUM S'TR~E~,
Having purchased the stock in trade of the
late WM. LINKE, respectfully solicit a continution of student patronage.
WM. ENGEL.

B. BARCHFIELD.

F. A. SYKES,
No. 7

ALLYN

HousE,

HARTFORD, CoNN.

FANCY BAKERY & LUNCH ROOlYIS.
Weddings, Collations, Dinners, Soirees,
Furnished in the most rtcAtrcAe style.

WAITERS

~ Particular

AND

MUSIC

Ft1aN1sH1:n.

attention given to getting up
College "Spreads:" ·

WEDDING & O'THER PAR~IES
Supplied with every requisite.

REILLY'S

DANCING ACADEMY,
164½ MAIN STREET,
AND FALLON'S

HALL,

Spring.fteld, Mass.,
Are without doubt, the finest and best furnished ,Dancing
Academies in the country, improvements having been made
during the past year, at an expense of over Fifteen Thousand
Dollars. Either of the Academy Halls will seat comfortably
one thousand people, and will be let for Festivals, Lecture11,
Dancing Receptions, &c., on the most reasonable terms.
Instructions will be given in Hartford, Fridays and Saturdays, and in Springfield, Mass., Thursdays. All the fashionable parlor dances will be taught in the course of twenty-four
lessons.
The college class will be, as heretofore, on Saturday evening&, for further particulars apply at the Academy, or addroa

P. H. REILLY,
HARTFORD P. 0., Box 182.,
OR SPRINGFIELD, Box 912.
Yours, &c.,

P. H.

REILLY.
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ESTABLISHED 18l6,

CASE, LOCKWOOD

&

BRAINARD,

PRINTERS AND BOOKBINDERS,
CORNER PEARL AND TRUMBULL STS., HARTFORD, CONN

COLLEGE

PRINTING .

31

JOHN

KENNEDY,

Merchant Tailor,
UNDER UNITED STATES HOTEL,

of all descriptions.

H.AR'fFORD, CONN.

PRINTERS OF

THE TRINITY TABLET.

Stone Bridge Drug Store.
E. S. HIGGINS & Co.,

A LARGE AND CAREFULLY SELECTED STOCK OF

IMPORTED

139 MAIN STREET,

CLOTHS

DEALERS IN

.Drugs, Medicines, Toilet and
Fancy Articles.
We have a HAIR TONIC warranted to make the
Hair grow soft and g1ossy. Please give us a call.

Claims the attention of my College customers.
Former patronage a guarantee of good favor

JOHN KENNEDY,
48 State Street

ESTABLISHED 1840.

"BOSTON SI-JOE STORE,"

Attention, Students I I

375 MAIN SREETT, HARTFORD.

ELDRIDGE & CO.,
DEALERS IN

.

BOOTS AND SHOES.
N. B.

We have the exclusive sale of
BANISTER & TICHENOR'S
ce1ebrated hand-made goods, of all kinJs, for Gents
and Boys. These goods have no equal! !
ELDRlDGE & CO.

W. P. WOOL_L EY,
CHARTER OAK

LIVERY STABLE,
108

MAIN STREET,

HARTFORD. CONN
CARRIAGES FOR PARTIES, WEDDINGS, ETC.

HENRY

SCHULZE,

The old and original

COLLEGE TAILQR,
~53 MAIN STREET.

A Choice Selection of Goods
ALWAYS

On hand, from w.hich the '~nobbiest" ·suits wil
be made at reasonable pricc:s.

Students' custom solicited.
. HENRY SCHULZE.

253 Main St. opposite the.Post Office.
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f Steele & Son,

~ 3..-0 Main Street,

,.
J

HARTFORD, CONN.

872.

WINTER. I

872.

A Word to my Friends and Customers.
have just returned from New York with a
choice selection of

WINTER Goons!

apanese Bamboo Chains,

f o which I respectfully invite your attention.

FOR SUMMER WEAR,

The good.~ were Relected witli great care,
and I feel jiestijied in saying that
they are, in every respect,

Light and Durable.

FOR 'fR.AYELING,

STERLl'I\JG AND PLATED DRINKING CUPS,
CANVAS AND RUSSIA LEATHER DRESSING CASES
SOMETHING

Ni:w.

Also, a varied assortment of

DRESS AND RUSSIA POCKET

-1~.~

FIRST CLASS.
am prepared to Make Garments at Short
Notice, and guarantee entire satisfaction.
Respectfully,

JOHN

J.

LEHR,

266 Main Street, (up stairs.)

~6: p m., Satu.d,y mWng mepted.

Men's Furnishing Goods

The Park Drug Store

FOR THE MILLION, AT

ls open at all hours for the ·careful dispensing
of Prescrz"ptions, &c.

CoNKLIN's BAZAAR,

We have also a fine and carefully selected stock of

264 MAIN STREET.

ToILET AND FANCY ARTICLES,
CHOICE

HAVANA SEGARS, WINES
AND L TQUORS,

We would respectfully invite the attention of buyers
of MEN'S FURNISHING GOODS to our
well•selected stock, and can assure all that

OUR PRICES ARE MODERATE,
.AND

GOODS OF THE BES1 QUALITY.

H. W. CONKLIN.
N. B.-SUPERIOR SHIRTS made to order, at

short ~otic~, and w11rrante4 to fi.,t.

Not to be excelled in variety and at prices mu.ch
reduced.

Our Kissengen, P'i:chy, Congress
and Geyser 111aters
Are always fresh and can be furnished by the bottle or
glas9 at our magnificent FROST KING SoDA FouNTAIN.
Please give us a call and then you will "know how
it is yourself."

GEO. SAUNDERS & CO.,
l

59 Asylum Street.

